
Teaching English Online    

Step – Planning the sharing of material  

Task 2 – Answers   

 

Note that the answers here are suggestions only. The purpose of this task is to reflect on our use of Screen 

Share so that we can plan to use this platform feature in a principled way.  

Warmer 

This is a good time to engage learners so sharing material via a screen may not be the best idea here. It 

might be better to make sure you and your learners can all see each other on screen while you have a 

discussion, or play a guessing game etc.  

 

Reading activity 

You might want to display the reading text – more on that in a future step. 

 

Clarifying the meaning of vocabulary 

You might want to show images to help clarify the meaning of new words, show a list of or record new 

vocabulary, and highlight parts of speech or pronunciation features. You could ask learners to annotate on 

these documents e.g. mark the stress. 

 

Listening activity 

You’ll probably want to play audio or video through the Screen Share option. Then, learners will see/hear 

whatever you’re playing on your device. Learners may want to share their screens so they play audio and 

video too e.g. a song they’ve chosen, a video they want to show. 

 

Grammar clarification 

You might want to clarify the meaning through a timeline you’ve created, or display the form and some 

example sentences. You might want to elicit and display example sentences from learners.  

 

Language practice 

It’s very possible that you’ll want to display a practice task for learners to complete. However, if the task is 

oral and communicative, then sharing a screen may impact on the ability to communicate authentically. 

Having learners only see each other may be better for rapport and engagement.  



 

Pronunciation practice 

It very much depends on the task at hand, but having learners see each other and themselves can help 

them to look at, and copy, mouth position. Therefore, you may want to avoid sharing your screen here. 

 

Speaking practice 

As with pronunciation practice, it might be necessary to share material via Screen Share, and if learners are 

doing this in small groups in breakout rooms, they can still see each other on video too. However, it works 

better if learners are focused on each other so avoiding Screen Share here may be better for rapport. In 

open class, learners may want to share their screen so they can play video or audio that they’ve recorded in 

class or at home.  

 

Writing activity 

Learners may work collaboratively on a task so one learner will share their screen with another to allow 

them both to see the same document on which they write their texts (more on this in week 3 of the 

course). Learners may also want to share the writing they produced with the whole class.  

 

Feedback 

Feedback stages of a lesson involve two things: feedback from learners e.g. what answers they got, and 

feedback from you. When checking answers, it may be necessary to display the text or exercise on which 

the task was based. However, it can be very useful to switch Screen Share off at the start of feedback to ask 

learners how they found the task, and/or at the end to reflect on performance during the task or learners’ 

reactions to what they did, saw, heard or read. It may also be beneficial for you to avoid sharing your 

screen when giving constructive feedback so that everyone’s attention is on you, and your attention is on 

the learners, although sharing examples of good language use and eliciting corrections to errors may 

require Screen Share. 

 

Reflection 

This might be a good time to avoid Screen Share, so that you and learners all connect in reflecting on the 

lesson and end the lesson building rapport and engagement.  
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